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As E-commerce and subscription services scale, personalized recommender systems are often needed to further drive long term business growth in acquisition, engagement, and retention of customers. However, long-term metrics associated with these goals can require several months to mature. Additionally, deep personalization also demands a large volume of training data that take a long time to collect. These factors incur substantial lead time for training a model to optimize a long-term metric. Before such model is deployed, a recommender system has to rely on a simple policy (e.g. random) to collect customer feedback data for training, inflicting high opportunity cost and delaying optimization of the target metric. Besides, as customer preferences can shift over time, a large temporal gap between inputs and outcome poses a high risk of data staleness and suboptimal learning. Existing approaches involve various compromises. For instance, contextual bandits often optimize short-term surrogate metrics with simple model structure, which can be suboptimal in the long run, while Reinforcement Learning approaches rely on an abundance of historical data for offline training, which essentially means long lead time before deployment. To address these problems, we propose Progressive Horizon Learning Recommender (PHLRec), a personalized model that can progressively learn metric patterns and adaptively evolve from short-to long-term optimization over time. Through simulations and real data experiments, we demonstrated that PHLRec outperforms competing methods, achieving optimality in both deployment speed and long-term metric performances.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Continued growth for an E-commerce or subscription service requires focused efforts to drive long-term acquisition, engagement, and retention of customers. They often create tailored experiences targeting different customer interests to achieve these goals. For example, an audio streaming service may consider ads for sports podcasts, music hits or news channels to engage its customers. To match each customer with relevant ads or content, a common approach is building a personalized recommender system, which is often required to meet the following business needs: (i) optimize
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long-term success metrics, e.g., 2-month retention for subscription services, total viewing minutes within a month for video streaming; (ii) quick to deploy - ideally as soon as the service is launched with minimal time needed for initial training data collection; (iii) enable deep personalization by utilizing high-dimensional customer features.

However, such requirements are at odds with each other, presenting unique scientific challenges. Firstly, modeling a long-term metric incurs substantial lead time in data collection, as the target metric outcomes are unobserved until a few months after recommendations are made. Secondly, while deep personalization maximizes recommendation impact, it also demands a massive amount of customer feedback data for training that can take months to collect. Thirdly, as customer preferences can shift over time, the large temporal gap between input data and outcome metrics can cause a supervised learning approach to fail due to data staleness. The reason is, even if we train a model continuously, we still cannot include fresh data for training, as long as we have to wait for the outcomes to mature.

These challenges represent a critical tradeoff between long-term optimization (LTO), personalization, and model deployment speed. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing body of work which addresses them simultaneously. Contextual bandits [7, 23] are capable of balancing exploitation with exploration by incorporating model uncertainty, hence widely used for cold-start recommendation with little or no historical data for training. However, works on bandits often rely purely on immediate customer feedback such as clicks or ratings for reward definition and policy update [23, 26, 38]. Since such immediate reward is only a short-term surrogate of some long-term metric targeted by business, this approach can lead to suboptimal recommendations. Besides, bandits often make use of lightweight linear model structure, which is suitable for continuous training but may not be sufficient for deep personalization.

Conversely, existing works on LTO usually depend on an abundance of historical data and ignore the business need of quick model deployment for cold start situations. One body of work involves applications of Reinforcement learning (RL) [2, 16, 18, 37, 39], which represent a long-term objective by the cumulative sum of immediate rewards from a sequence of recommendations made to each customer. Although targeting long-term, these works all required a large amount of logged data on recommendation trajectories for simulator or off-policy learning, which essentially means long lead time for data collection before such a model can be deployed. In addition, training these RL models requires numerous interactions between the recommender system and each customer, which limits their applicability to tasks with only sparse interactions. Another line of work involves modeling of customer lifetime values (CLV). Conventional researches on CLV [4, 10, 28] mainly focused on identifying high-value customers for marketing, but some recent works [29, 30] extended CLV to recommendation space by recognizing a conceptual connection between CLV and cumulative rewards used in RL. Unfortunately, these works adopted off-policy learning methods using a considerable amount of data, hence also subject to the aforementioned limitations with RL approaches regarding model deployment.

Lastly, delayed feedback modeling (DFM) for online advertising [5, 21, 33] bears some resemblance to LTO conceptually, but the two differ in important aspects. Firstly, DFM exclusively focused on a binary conversion event such as click or purchase as the customer feedback, whereas LTO is concerned with generic metrics that can be binary as well as integers or real-valued. Secondly, such conversion event studied by DFM occurs at a randomly delayed time for which the time to event can be modeled, whereas the long-term metrics discussed here are essentially summaries of customer behaviors or statuses for a given time duration. Therefore, it may not be feasible to apply DFM directly to LTO for recommendation.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique called Progressive Horizon Learning (PHL) and a PHL-based recommender model (PHLRec), which systematically address the aforementioned challenges of lead time, data collection and staleness with LTO. PHLRec is a multi-target deep neural network model that gets trained initially with short-term targets and evolves over time to progressively adapt to longer term predictions, hence eliminating the need to wait for a long term
metric to mature. Additionally, PHLRec incorporates a pretrained customer feature encoder, which largely reduces the amount of training data needed for the model to achieve adequate performance for deep personalization. As shown later in our experiments, PHLRec achieves simultaneous optimality on both deployment speed and optimization of long-term metrics, at a significantly lower opportunity cost to business compared to existing methods.

2 METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the proposed PHLRec model. As illustrated in Figure 1, PHLRec consumes 3 types of feature inputs: customer features, item features and optional online context, which are respectively processed by a pretrained encoder and two separate embedding components into numerical vectors of comparable dimensions. Then the concatenated vector is fed to a customer-item-context affinity learner to generate an affinity vector. Finally, the model has a set of multi-horizon output decoders with “linkages” between adjacent horizons: each decoder takes the affinity vector and the prediction from the previous horizon as input and outputs prediction at a new horizon. Next we will introduce key designs of PHLRec for resolving the challenges with LTO for personalized recommendation.

2.1 Progressive Horizon Learning

To address the lead time and data staleness issues associated with optimizing long-term metrics, we introduce a conceptually new technique called Progressive Horizon Learning (PHL), which is the cornerstone of PHLRec. Specifically, it consists of three components, multi-horizon augmentation, horizon masking, and dynamic horizon selection.

2.1.1 Multi-Horizon Augmentation. Given a targeted long-term metric, we introduce a set of auxiliary short- and intermediate-term metrics, bridging the temporal gap between the target metric and the predictive features. For example, if 60 day retention is the target metric to be optimized, one can additionally introduce 1, 7, 14, 30 day retention targets that form a progression from 1 to 60. More formally, let $T$ be the horizon to optimize, and $Y_T$ denote the metric outcome value at $T$ after recommendation. Then we define a temporally ordered set of horizons $T = \{t_1 : 1 \leq t_1 < t_2 < \cdots < t_K \leq T\}$ and introduce the associated outcomes $\mathcal{Y} = \{Y_t : t \in T\}$ to the data as augmented model targets. Accordingly, we consider a “linked” multi-target network as shown in Figure 1. We set a decoder for each horizon which consists of 2 dense layers and outputs a scalar prediction, and connect them together such that the prediction for $Y_t$ is again used as an input to the decoder for $Y_{t+1}$, the target of the next horizon. With these between-horizon linkages, perturbation at one horizon can be propagated to longer ones, allowing the model to be adaptive to time trends detectable from
short-term signals. Additionally, it is worth noting that although throughout this paper we discuss multi-horizon augmentation in the sense of introducing extra targets for the same business metric which differ only in time horizons, our approach also applies in situations that one wants to include different kinds of metrics. For instance, to optimize 60-day retention, beside shorter term retention targets, one may consider also adding other types of auxiliary metrics such as membership signup or engagement, which is feasible under the general PHL framework.

2.1.2 Horizon Masking. Multi-horizon augmentation alone is insufficient for reducing lead time, since the network still includes the long-term metric as a model target, and ordinarily training such multi-target network would still require us to wait long enough to collect all outcomes. Hence, we further devise a technique called “horizon masking”. For every data point, each horizon-indexed target of it is associated with a binary mask, which is initialized to 0, and later changed to 1 when the actual outcome is observed, or in other words, “matured” at the horizon. Then the PHLRec model is trained by minimizing an objective which is a sum of masked losses on all horizons with loss weight $\lambda_t$ and horizon mask $m_{it}$, for data point $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ and horizon $t \in T$ defined above:

$$\text{Objective} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{t \in T} \lambda_t \cdot m_{it} \cdot f(y_{it}, \hat{y}_{it})$$

(1)

where $y_{it}$ is the model target at horizon $t$, $\hat{y}_{it}$ is the corresponding model prediction, $\lambda_t$’s are tunable hyper-parameters, and $f$ is the loss function for each target-prediction pair. $f$ is selected according to the target type, typically cross-entropy for binary targets and probabilistic predictions, and squared or Huber loss [17] for real valued ones. It is noteworthy that the masks $m_{it}$ are defined for each data point $i$ and horizon $t$, which ensure that unobserved $y_{it}$’s (marked with $m_{it} = 0$) do not contribute to model training, allowing the model to dynamically evolve through retraining based on outcome maturity. In particular, the decoder weights for a long horizon are not updated until there are some data points with matured outcomes at that horizon. For any given horizon, the more matured outcomes are used for supervision, the more accurate the model becomes at making prediction for that horizon.

Binary masking has been mainly applied to self-attention decoders of Transformer model [32] and some extensions, e.g. GPT [1, 27] for natural language understanding, and SASRec [19] for sequential recommendation. The purpose of masking in those works was to preserve auto-regressive property for sequential prediction and prevent information leak from future time steps to influence prediction at the current step. In comparison, the problem we consider here is not necessarily formulated as sequential prediction or optimization. Instead, we have motivated horizon masking as part of PHL to address the lead time issue for optimizing a long term outcome. Despite its simplicity, horizon masking allows us to train on a natural data mix of recency and outcome maturity, thereby eliminating the need to wait for the longest term outcome to mature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that masking is designed for such purpose.

2.1.3 Dynamic Horizon Selection and Recommendation Inference. When PHLRec is launched to a brand new task, data collected initially will only contain target signals for the shortest horizon, as longer ones remain unobserved, and the corresponding decoder weights are not trained due to horizon masking. Therefore, instead of directly using predictions at the longest horizon for recommendation inference, we designed a dynamic mechanism for horizon selection: (i) set a volume threshold (e.g., 10000) and keep a horizon only if the number of data points matured at this horizon exceeds it; (ii) compute testing performance metrics for each horizon and filter them based on some guardrails (e.g., AUC > 0.7, or estimated metric mean from off-policy evaluation methods such as Inverse Propensity Scores [15] or Doubly Robust Estimator [9]); (iii) pick the longest horizon from the ones satisfying (i) (ii). Given the selected horizon, we consider two
PHLRec-based recommendation policies to balance exploitation and exploration: \( \epsilon \)-greedy, and Boltzmann Exploration (i.e. softmax policy \( p(a) \propto \exp(\eta y(a)) \) for each item \( a \)). Typically, the hyperparameters \( \epsilon, \eta \) can be chosen based on data volume and item space complexity. Overall, this mechanism enables us to leverage predictions of a short-term surrogate until the next, longer-term horizon has matured with reliable performance, and the recommender system will automatically evolve from short- to long-term optimization. Lastly, although throughout this paper we mainly consider recommendation tasks where each customer is shown one item at a time, we argue that PHLRec is also applicable to top-K recommendation, for which the ranked list can be formed via an iterative application of \( \epsilon \)-greedy or Boltzmann Exploration at each position of the list upon the pool of remaining items.

2.2 Pretraining A Customer Feature Encoder

To resolve the conflict between the desire to launch quickly and the substantial data volume needed to train a personalized model, we employ a “pretrained customer feature encoder”. The technique is motivated by an observation that given any recommendation task the input features we use can be grouped into two: (1) task-specific item and online context features, which tend to be low dimensional vectors that include candidate item index and associated attributes, as well as other real-time context information like webpage location or device type when the recommendation happens. (2) task-agnostic customer features, which are behavioral and engagement features. The dimension of customer features can often be very high, depending on granularity of data logging system. While the item/context features are pertinent to a specific recommendation task, the customer features can be collected independently over a span of years.

Given such separation, we consider pretraining a feature encoder with historical customer data to compress the high-dimensional task-agnostic customer features to a low-dimensional vector to be shared across recommendation tasks. Such feature compression allows the downstream model to be very lightweight yet performant. As shown later in Section 3.2, compared to an end-to-end neural network that takes raw features as inputs, PHLRec model equipped with a pretrained encoder component (Figure 1) can have 90% fewer trainable weights, and consequently requires roughly 90% less training data to achieve equivalent performances, enabling a quick launch with low data volume to start with. We have implemented two types of encoders (Figure 2), an unsupervised autoencoder, and a supervised encoder with common business metrics as targets, which are motivated for different application scenarios. For the autoencoder model, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is considered for its encoder and decoder components, which are trained together to learn a low-dimensional encoding vector of input customer features by minimizing reconstruction error, thus the encodings can be versatile for arbitrary tasks. In comparison, the supervised encoder model is a deep residual network (aka. ResNet [13]), constructed by stacking “residual blocks” that each consist of 2 fully-connected
layers with ReLU activation, Batch normalization, and a skip-layer residual connection. It is trained to learn an encoding vector (i.e. last hidden layer before output) specialized in predicting the given set of targets, so it is suitable primarily for applications with same or correlated targets, and potentially outperforms autoencoders in such cases. The utility of pretrained encoders for transfer learning and training data reduction has been thoroughly researched in NLP [8, 22] and multimodal learning [24]. For instance, a pretrained BERT encoder [8] achieved state-of-the-art performances on a wide range of NLP tasks with transfer learning, where only a small set of task-specific data is required for model fine-tuning. In the area of recommender systems, however, applications of pretraining mainly focused on improving prediction accuracy by bringing in the additional encodings as features [25, 35, 36], and its utility for training data reduction is not well explored. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one within the domain of recommender systems to incorporate pretraining for this purpose and demonstrate its efficacy. Lastly, it should be noted that the pretraining idea adopted here is not necessarily limited to customer features, but applicable to any features regarded as task-agnostic.

2.3 Customer-Item-Context Affinity Learner

The customer-item-context affinity learner that connects the processed inputs with the targets is responsible for learning the affinities between any given combination of customer, item, and optional context information. It is also a deep residual network similar to supervised encoder, except that it takes the concatenated vector of customer encoding, item and context embeddings as input and outputs a learned affinity vector of the same dimension. We chose this structure due to the ability of residual blocks to mitigate the “vanishing gradient” issue [14] commonly encountered within deep networks. Wide & Deep [6] is an earlier work on recommender model which adopted MLP for its “deep” component, hence roughly speaking our affinity learner can be perceived as an upgrade of that. Additionally, we may further extend its current structure by incorporating an extra Cross Network [34] or DeepFM [12] component to better characterize high-order interactions among the inputs.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Simulation Experiments for Progressive Horizon Learning

We studied the utility of PHL with simulation experiments. Binary rewards were simulated with Weibull survival probability \( S(t|x, a) \) for time horizon (in days) \( t \) given customer context vector \( x \) and item \( a \), formulated as

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_i(x, a, t) &= \lambda_{ia} \cdot f_i(x, a) \cdot g_{ia}(t), \quad i = 1, 2, \\
S(t|x, a) &= \exp \left( - (\beta_1(x, a, t) + \beta_2(x, a, t)) \cdot t \right).
\end{align*}
\]

where each \( f_i(x, a) \) is a two-tower neural network characterizing reward contextualization on the interaction of \( x \) and \( a \), and each \( g_{ia}(t) = 1 + c_{ia1} \log(t + 1) + c_{ia2} \left( (t + 1)^{c_{ia3}} - 1 \right) \) defines a time trend to simulate nonstationarity. Base parameters \( \lambda_{ia} \)'s and coefficients of \( f_i(x, a) \), \( g_{ia}(t) \) were determined by sampling from uniform distributions.

We considered 2 experiment scenarios, stationary (i.e. \( g_{ia}(t) = 1 \)), and nonstationary (i.e. \( g_{ia}(t) \) is not constant). Both scenarios have 10 hypothetical items, 30-day survival as the target metric to optimize (i.e. reward), and represent a customer with a simplified 15-dim feature vector sampled from internal data. We simulated rewards over a 70-day period with 5000 incoming data points per day for each of the following policies: (1) Random: uniform random policy as a baseline. (2) PHLRec-EG: a 5% \( \epsilon \)-greedy (EG) policy based on a PHLRec model which is trained daily using Adam optimizer [20] with progressive horizon learning on simulated survivals over 6 horizons 1, 3, 7, 14, 21, 30, with
corresponding daily horizon mask update. Since only 15 customer features were involved, we did not pretrain a customer feature encoder as described in previous section. Rather, the PHLRec model we considered here was simplified to have an affinity learner that consists of 2 residual blocks and takes the concatenated vector of raw customer features and item embedding as input, so compared to other methods it did not borrow strength from pretraining with extra data. Also, we chose a linear weighting scheme $\lambda_t = t$ for horizon $t$ to encourage the daily training processes to focus more on the supervision by matured longer term outcomes when they became available, so that the policy could transition to long term optimization quickly. (3) PHLRec-BE: same as (2) except that EG was replaced by Boltzmann Exploration (BE) with $\eta = 500$, which was chosen to constrain its randomness. (4) STNN-EG: a 5% EG policy based on a neural network with the same structure as PHLRec described above, except using 30-day survival as a single target. (5) STNN-BE: BE policy with $\eta = 500$ for STNN. (6) BLIP-TS-30D: a policy based on a widely used contextual linear bandit model called Bayesian Linear Probit Regression (BLIP) [11], which predicts 30-day survival, the targeted metric to optimize, given the 15-dim customer features and recommended item as input. Our BLIP implementation assumes independent Gaussian priors on model weights and a Probit link for modeling the conditional probability of a binary reward given the inputs. For our simulations, when the BLIP model was trained on each simulated day, items were then ranked with Thompson Sampling (TS) [31], i.e. ranking based on the predicted reward probabilities per item given the model weights drawn from their posteriors. (7) BLIP-TS-1D: variant of BLIP-TS-30D that optimizes 1-day survival, an aggressive short-term proxy which minimized lead time but risked suboptimality for long term. (8) TS-30D: noncontextual variant of BLIP-TS-30D, which had an intercept in replacement of the customer features. (9) TS-1D: same as TS-30D except that it optimizes 1-day survival. Since (2) (3) (7) (9) used 1-day survival as a supervisory signal, they only required 2-day random policy warmup to kick-start model training. On the contrary, since (4) (5) (6) (8) all used 30-day survival as the single model target, they were each started with a much longer 31-day random warmup. With the exception of Random that required no training, each policy had its own independent feedback loop: recommendations were made with the policy, and then context-item-reward data were used for model training and policy update.

To compare these policies, we computed two metrics for each scenario: (i) cumulative rewards defined as the total 30-day survivals; (ii) (expected) cumulative regrets, where regret per data point is defined as the difference between expected reward of the best item and the item recommended. In Fig 3, we observe that PHLRec-EG and PHLRec-BE consistently outperformed the other policies in both scenarios with higher rewards and lower regrets, and their lead was more substantial in the nonstationary case. Among themselves, PHLRec-BE slightly outperformed PHLRec-EG.
with lower daily regrets towards the end, which was also observed between STNN-EG and STNN-BE. Additionally, we can examine the policies more closely based on two perspectives. From personalization perspective, the plots show that personalized models were better than noncontextual ones in the long run, with a rate of lower regrets per day. Among the personalized models, PHLRec-EG, PHLRec-BE, STNN-EG and STNN-BE, the four based on deep neural networks, beat BLIP-TS-30D and BLIP-TS-1D which have a simpler linear model structure. From horizon perspective, we can see the two models optimizing 1D reward, BLIP-TS-1D and TS-1D, were eventually surpassed by the models optimizing 30D reward, despite the fact that they could benefit from 2-day random warmup to win in the short term. And even this short-term win is not guaranteed, as we see in the stationary case TS-1D was almost consistently worse than the Random baseline. Conversely, while STNN-EG, STNN-BE, BLIP-TS-30D and TS-30D showed better performances than BLIP-TS-1D, TS-1D towards the end, they were subject to long lead time of 30-day random warmup and accumulated high regrets during that period. Thanks to Progressive Horizon Learning, PHLRec-EG and PHLRec-BE were able to enjoy the advantages of both worlds. On one hand, they had a short lead time of 2-day random warmup, the same as BLIP-TS-1D, TS-1D. On the other hand, they were designed to eventually optimize the long-term 30-day survival when data become available, the same as STNN-EG, STNN-BE, BLIP-TS-30D and TS-30D. And since they automatically and gradually evolved from short to long-term optimization during the first 31 days, they accumulated relatively low regrets and started to dominate the other competitors around Day 15 or even earlier, way before any 30-day survival outcome data were available.

3.2 Training Data Reduction Through the Use of A Pretrained Encoder

To verify the effectiveness of a pretrained encoder for training data reduction, we conducted the following experiments on historical data collected from an existing recommendation task targeting member retention for a duration of 60 days, a binary metric for a membership subscription service. Holding out a fixed testing dataset for performance comparison, we experimented with different combinations of training dataset size and model structure. We trained models to predict retention probabilities for each customer at three horizons, 1, 30, 60 days, given the customer features and the recommendation, and compared their testing AUC performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Size</th>
<th>Trainable Weights</th>
<th>Testing AUCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encoder-Free</td>
<td>650 k</td>
<td>492 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65 k</td>
<td>492 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHLRec</td>
<td>65 k</td>
<td>57 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.5 k</td>
<td>57 k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We considered 2 models, PHLRec and “Encoder-Free”. PHLRec model contained a pretrained supervised encoder component of 5 residual blocks, and an affinity learner of 10 blocks. In contrast, Encoder-Free model was almost identical with PHLRec, except that its customer feature encoding layers were not pretrained but rather trained alongside other parts of it. As a result of this single distinction, we can observe from Table 1 that PHLRec had 88% fewer trainable weights than Encoder-Free. We started by training Encoder-Free model on a dataset of size 650 k, and logged testing
AUC performances. Next, we lowered its training data size by 90% to 65 k, which saw a significant drop of AUC by over 0.09 on all horizons (see Table 1 “Encoder-Free”). Then we replaced Encoder-Free by PHLRec and repeated the experiment by training PHLRec using the 65 k sized subsample, and observed that its AUC performances were at least as good as the Encoder-Free model trained on the original dataset of size 650 k. Lastly, for PHLRec we further reduced the training data to a smaller subsample of size 6.5 k, only 1% of the original, which still yielded serviceable performances across all horizons, even outperforming the Encoder-Free model trained on 65 k by some margin. These experiments demonstrate that with help from the dense representations learned through a pretrained encoder, training PHLRec is turned into a transfer learning task that requires considerably fewer data points than an Encoder-Free model to perform adequately with deep personalization.

### 3.3 Performances of PHLRec for Real World Recommendation Tasks

We tested PHLRec on two recommendation tasks that respectively target long-term subscription retention and user engagement. In the first experiment, we compared PHLRec to a BLIP policy, which produced recommendations via Thompson Sampling against a short-term surrogate metric for subscription retention, and a business-configured Control. In the second one, a PHLRec policy was compared to a Random policy and Control, as no other ML policy was set up.

The relative lifts of each policy over the respective Controls are shown in Table 2 with standard error bars included. In both experiments, the PHLRec policies yielded a statistically significant improvement above the comparison policies as well as Control, with lift values considered substantial for those applications. In Experiment 2, we also include an estimated performance lift (over Control) of a hypothetical Best-Single-Item (BSI) policy, i.e. a policy that would recommend the item with best overall performance to all customers. This number serves as an “oracle” upper bound of the best possible performance of a non-contextual bandit model, since in reality such bandit would take time to explore before they converged to an item with high confidence, not to mention the possibility of suboptimal convergence. Given this, the estimated lift for BSI policy, 2.8%, was still substantially lower than 4.1%, the lift with PHLRec, which demonstrated the efficacy of personalization offered by PHLRec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Relative Lift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30D Retention</td>
<td>PHLRec</td>
<td>0.68% ± 0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLIP</td>
<td>0.21% ± 0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28D Engagement</td>
<td>PHLRec</td>
<td>4.1% ± 0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>2.5% ± 0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>2.8% (est.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Conclusion

We proposed PHLRec to address challenges of LTO including lead time, data collection and staleness, in the domain of personalized recommendation. PHLRec is a multi-target neural network constructed with a new technique called Progressive Horizon Learning (PHL) and pretraining of a customer feature encoder. With simulation studies, we demonstrated that PHL allows the model to be deployed quickly with minimal lead time needed to start continuous training and personalized recommendation, while still progressively moving towards long-term optimization to achieve
best overall performances. In real data experiments, we showed the use of a pretrained customer feature encoder empowers PHLRec to reach high predictive performance with 90% less training data than what is needed by an Encoder-Free model, thus making PHLRec suitable for cold-start scenarios with little data available. Finally, we also showed that PHLRec achieved significant wins in optimizing long-term metrics for two real-world recommendation tasks.
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